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CHANGES 
 
Version Changes Section(s) affected 

0 Pre-release version.  
1.0 Added more configuration commands. 4.1 

Re-wrote the Housekeeping section to reference the CMS 
Delay chips. 

Fig 2-1 
2.1 

Re-wrote the Autocalibration section to reflect recent 
design changes. (Now average every 70th clock-cycle, not 
every 5th. Coarse Calibration performed used calRAM.) 

2.2 

Edited section 3 to reflect recent changes. (Output FIFO 
now 2048x8. Output of FPGA is 8-bit. Processed Raw 
data does not go through Cluster Finder.) 

3 

Edited main pinout to reflect recent changes. 
(command_out and busy signals to/from CMS Delay 
chips. Output is 8-bit. monitor_in and monitor_out 
removed). 

1.2 

Updated descriptions of old and added new commands. 4.1 
Added new section on Output Data Formats. Generalised 
description of Output FIFO Controller 

4.4 
3.4 

Spy Data now 1022 words (not 1024) 4.2.3 

1.1 

Monitor Command now 157 bits long (not 156) 4.1.11 
problem bit removed from frame_synch_out packet 4.3.1, 2.3.1 
median_header replaced by majority_header. This is 
easier to implement, but not as noise tolerant. Changed 
description of Header Extraction. 

4.3.1 
2.3.1 

Load_Samplepos, Thresh_Enable, Start_Autocal, 
Load_Numsamples and Do_Autocoarse commands 
removed. 

4 

Load_calRAM command renamed Load_Skew. 
Command sequence altered to reflect removal of 
calRAM (direct dialling of CMS Delay Chips). 

4.2.1 

Load_Thresh command reduced to 5-bits resolution. 4.1.2 
Inserted CDC Dial-Through Commands section. Brings 
together existing commands into one section. 

4.2 

Removed sections 2.1 and 2.2 on Autocalibration and 
Threshold calculation. 

2 

Added Opto_Control, ADC_Control, Vref_Control 
and LM82_Control commands. 

4.1 

Added Pin-out 1.3 

1.2 

Added notes about clustering across a pair of APVs. 3.4, 4.4.1 
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Added Load_Complement command. 4.1.17, 3.1 
Corrected descriptions of Load_Median and 
Median_Enable commands. 

4.1.3, 4.1.4 

Corrected description of Processed Raw Output mode 
(only 10-bit output, not 11 as stated). 

4.4.3 

Described DDR output data format in more detail. 4.4 
Specified DDR input data format. 1.2 
Corrected ped_data description (fibre1/0 not APV1/0) 4.1.7 
Corrected cluster-finding algorithm description and 
diagram (should be >= thresh, not > thresh) 

3.4 

1.3 

Corrected pedestal_addr autoincrement description 
(only bottom 9-bits increment) 

4.1.7 

APV0 and APV1 diagnostic bits order swapped 2.3.5 
Added Firmware ID designator 3 Table 4-1, 4.1.18 
LM82_control designator corrected (5 not 11) Table 4-1, 4.1.16 
Added LM82_status designator 27 Table 4-1, 4.1.19 
Vref_control designator corrected (6 not 12) Table 4-1, 4.1.15 
Load_Thresh cmd len corrected (60 not 120) Table 4-1 
Added example ADC control settings 4.1.14 

1.4 
John 

Coughlan 

Documented change in delay fine skew setting steps 
from 5 to 6 

4.2.1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of two large experiments that make up the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The CMS detector includes 10 million channels of Silicon 
microstrip, which are read out through 100,000 APV (Analogue Pipeline - Voltage) chips. 
These in turn are readout through APVMUX chips, along 50,000 fibre optic cables, to 450 
Front-End Driver (FED) cards. Inside the FED card the optical signals are digitised to 10-bits 
at 40MHz and passed to 8 Front-End FPGAs, each of which processes 12 fibres. 
 
Inside the Front-End FPGA the data is conditioned and processed, and the significant 
information (the Hit Clusters) extracted. These are then readout via a Back-End FPGA to a 
Data Processing Farm which performs the Final Data Analysis. The average data-flow of the 
system is targeted to be 1.1 tera-words per second (70% of maximum possible) at the input, 
which will (hopefully) be reduced to about 40Gbytes/sec at the output. 
 
1.1 Scope 
 
This document describes the technical aspects of the Front-End FPGA, specifically how it 
operates, how it meets the requirements, and some information about design choices along the 
way. It is designed to be a record of the design for anyone wanting to know more about how 
the FPGA works, and to be read by anyone charged with modifying or augmenting the Source 
Code. 
 
The FPGA Source Code is written in Verilog. This is synthesized to EDIF using Exemplar 
Leonardo. The Place and Route is performed using Xilinx Design Manager. The target family 
is the Xilinx Virtex II. The target device is the XCV2M (2000 kilo-gates equivalent). 
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1.2 Brief Description 
 
A Block Diagram showing roughly how the Front-End FPGA is laid out is shown below. 
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Figure 1-1 Block Diagram of the Front-End FPGA 

 
This diagram shows how the twelve 5-bit Double Data Rate (DDR) inputs (one for each fibre) 
pass through a Housekeeping Block before being processed by the Data Path. The FPGA 
expects to receive the High Order Nibble (after a negative edge of the 40MHz clock) before the 
Low Order Nibble (after the next positive edge). The Housekeeping Block controls the 
synchronisation of the fibres and looks for the arrival of Physics Data. Once triggered, the Data 
Path processes the Physics Data for all 12-channels at once, extracts the relevant information 
and stores it, prior to readout through a single 4-bit DDR link. 
 
The Back-End I/O of the FPGA is fairly restricted, and in practice will be multiplexed down to 
about 10 wires. This is in order to reduce the amount of I/O the Back-End FPGA needs to 
connect to all eight Front-End FPGAs. This star-configuration also means that the loss of one 
Front-End FPGA does not bring down the whole card, and permits maximum data-transfer 
bandwidth. 
 
The Configuration and Monitoring of the 12-channels is itself a complex task, and we hope 
that the design strikes the correct balance between flexibility, simplicity, tolerance (involving 
graceful failure and auto-recovery), ease-of-use and diagnostic ability. Each of these Main 
Functional Blocks shall now be discussed in more detail over the following sections. 
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1.3 Pin-out 
 
The FE-FPGA is targeted at the Xilinx Virtex-II FG676 package, as described on the main 
Xilinx web-site (www.xilinx.com). A complete list of the device I/O is shown below. 
 
Signal Name Position I/O Type Description 
I_CLOCK_LVDS_IN AD14 LVDS+ input 
B_CLOCK_LVDS_IN AC14 LVDS- input 

Main System Clock Input (40.06MHz) 

RESETB K21 LVTTL input Main Asynchronous Active Low Reset 
FRAME_SYNC_IN L22 LVTTL input Serial Frame Synchronisation Input (see section 4.3) 
FRAME_SYNC_OUT L21 LVTTL output Serial Frame Synchronisation Output (see section 4.3.1) 
READOUT_SYNC_IN J26 LVTTL input Serial Readout Synchronisation Input (see section 4.3) 
READOUT_SYNC_OUT K26 LVTTL output Serial Readout Synchronisation Output (see section 4.3.2) 
CONFIG_IN J24 LVTTL input Serial Configuration Input (see section 4.1) 
CONFIG_OUT J25 LVTTL output Serial Configuration Output (see section 4.1) 
DATA_STREAM(0) M25 LVTTL output 
DATA_STREAM(1) M26 LVTTL output 
DATA_STREAM(2) N24 LVTTL output 
DATA_STREAM(3) N23 LVTTL output 

Main DDR Data Output to Back-End FPGA (80MB/sec) 

EMPTY_FLAG K22 open-drain Pulls Low if all Output Buffers are empty 
HALF_FLAG K20 open-drain Pulls Low if one Output Buffer is partially full. At the moment 

this will occur when the buffer is half full. 
FULL_FLAG L20 open-drain Pulls Low if one Output Buffer is completely full 
ADC_A_DATA_STREAM(0) D2 LVTTL input 
ADC_A_DATA_STREAM(1) D1 LVTTL input 
ADC_A_DATA_STREAM(2) C2 LVTTL input 
ADC_A_DATA_STREAM(3) C1 LVTTL input 
ADC_A_DATA_STREAM(4) F4 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre A (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip A) 

ADC_B_DATA_STREAM(0) J4 LVTTL input 
ADC_B_DATA_STREAM(1) J3 LVTTL input 
ADC_B_DATA_STREAM(2) H1 LVTTL input 
ADC_B_DATA_STREAM(3) J2 LVTTL input 
ADC_B_DATA_STREAM(4) K4 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre B (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip A) 

ADC_C_DATA_STREAM(0) H5 LVTTL input 
ADC_C_DATA_STREAM(1) H4 LVTTL input 
ADC_C_DATA_STREAM(2) G1 LVTTL input 
ADC_C_DATA_STREAM(3) F1 LVTTL input 
ADC_C_DATA_STREAM(4) G3 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre C (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip A) 

ADC_D_DATA_STREAM(0) E1 LVTTL input 
ADC_D_DATA_STREAM(1) E2 LVTTL input 
ADC_D_DATA_STREAM(2) F2 LVTTL input 
ADC_D_DATA_STREAM(3) F3 LVTTL input 
ADC_D_DATA_STREAM(4) G4 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre D (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip A) 

ADC_E_DATA_STREAM(0) L3 LVTTL input 
ADC_E_DATA_STREAM(1) L4 LVTTL input 
ADC_E_DATA_STREAM(2) K1 LVTTL input 
ADC_E_DATA_STREAM(3) J1 LVTTL input 
ADC_E_DATA_STREAM(4) K3 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre E (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip B) 

ADC_F_DATA_STREAM(0) U3 LVTTL input 
ADC_F_DATA_STREAM(1) U4 LVTTL input 
ADC_F_DATA_STREAM(2) U1 LVTTL input 
ADC_F_DATA_STREAM(3) V1 LVTTL input 
ADC_F_DATA_STREAM(4) V2 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre F (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip B) 

ADC_G_DATA_STREAM(0) T5 LVTTL input 
ADC_G_DATA_STREAM(1) R2 LVTTL input 
ADC_G_DATA_STREAM(2) R1 LVTTL input 
ADC_G_DATA_STREAM(3) P5 LVTTL input 
ADC_G_DATA_STREAM(4) P4 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre G (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip B) 

ADC_H_DATA_STREAM(0) L5 LVTTL input 
ADC_H_DATA_STREAM(1) L2 LVTTL input 
ADC_H_DATA_STREAM(2) L1 LVTTL input 
ADC_H_DATA_STREAM(3) N4 LVTTL input 
ADC_H_DATA_STREAM(4) N1 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre H (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip B) 
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ADC_J_DATA_STREAM(0) V4 LVTTL input 
ADC_J_DATA_STREAM(1) V3 LVTTL input 
ADC_J_DATA_STREAM(2) W1 LVTTL input 
ADC_J_DATA_STREAM(3) Y1 LVTTL input 
ADC_J_DATA_STREAM(4) W3 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre J (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip C) 

ADC_K_DATA_STREAM(0) AF2 LVTTL input 
ADC_K_DATA_STREAM(1) AE1 LVTTL input 
ADC_K_DATA_STREAM(2) AD2 LVTTL input 
ADC_K_DATA_STREAM(3) AD1 LVTTL input 
ADC_K_DATA_STREAM(4) AC2 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre K0 (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip C) 

ADC_L_DATA_STREAM(0) AA3 LVTTL input 
ADC_L_DATA_STREAM(1) AA4 LVTTL input 
ADC_L_DATA_STREAM(2) AB1 LVTTL input 
ADC_L_DATA_STREAM(3) AB2 LVTTL input 
ADC_L_DATA_STREAM(4) AC1 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre L (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip C) 

ADC_M_DATA_STREAM(0) AA2 LVTTL input 
ADC_M_DATA_STREAM(1) AA1 LVTTL input 
ADC_M_DATA_STREAM(2) W5 LVTTL input 
ADC_M_DATA_STREAM(3) W4 LVTTL input 
ADC_M_DATA_STREAM(4) W2 LVTTL input 

DDR Input from Optical Fibre M (40MB/sec) 
(Connected via CMS Delay Chip C) 

ADC_A_BOT_DFS C21 LVTTL output 
ADC_A_BOT_S1 B22 LVTTL output 
ADC_A_BOT_S2 A22 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC A Bottom (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

ADC_A_TOP_DFS B21 LVTTL output 
ADC_A_TOP_S1 A21 LVTTL output 
ADC_A_TOP_S2 A20 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC A Top (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

ADC_B_BOT_DFS B26 LVTTL output 
ADC_B_BOT_S1 B24 LVTTL output 
ADC_B_BOT_S2 A25 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC B Bottom (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

ADC_B_TOP_DFS A24 LVTTL output 
ADC_B_TOP_S1 A23 LVTTL output 
ADC_B_TOP_S2 B23 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC B Top (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

ADC_C_BOT_DFS D25 LVTTL output 
ADC_C_BOT_S1 G21 LVTTL output 
ADC_C_BOT_S2 E24 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC C Bottom (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

ADC_C_TOP_DFS G22 LVTTL output 
ADC_C_TOP_S1 E23 LVTTL output 
ADC_C_TOP_S2 F23 LVTTL output 

Control Pins to ADC C Top (see section 4.1.14) 
(DFS output can be tri-stated) 

DELAY_A_TTL_CLK F14 LVTTL output 
DELAY_A_TTL_CLKB G14 LVTTL output 

System clock to CMS Delay Chip A (40.06MHz) 

DELAY_A_RESET A14 LVTTL output Asynchronous Active High reset to CMS Delay Chip A 
DELAY_A_COMMAND_IN A13 LVTTL output Serial Command Input to CMS Delay Chip A 
DELAY_A_SERIAL_OUT A12 LVTTL input Serial Data Output from CMS Delay Chip A 
DELAY_A_BUSY A15 LVTTL input High if the DCM is in the process of adjusting 
DELAY_A_SPARE(3) B15 - 
DELAY_A_SPARE(0) G5 - 
DELAY_A_SPARE(1) J5 - 
DELAY_A_SPARE(2) H6 - 

not used 

DELAY_B_TTL_CLK H14 LVTTL output 
DELAY_B_TTL_CLKB H15 LVTTL output 

System clock to CMS Delay Chip B (40.06MHz) 

DELAY_B_RESET B16 LVTTL output Asynchronous Active High reset to CMS Delay Chip B 
DELAY_B_COMMAND_IN C16 LVTTL output Serial Command Input to CMS Delay Chip B 
DELAY_B_SERIAL_OUT C15 LVTTL input Serial Data Output from CMS Delay Chip B 
DELAY_B_BUSY D16 LVTTL input High if the DCM is in the process of adjusting 
DELAY_B_SPARE(3) E16 - 
DELAY_B_SPARE(1) U5 - 
DELAY_B_SPARE(2) P6 - 
DELAY_B_SPARE(0) K5 - 

not used 

DELAY_C_TTL_CLK AA14 LVTTL output 
DELAY_C_TTL_CLKB AB14 LVTTL output 

System clock to CMS Delay Chip C (40.06MHz) 

DELAY_C_RESET F17 LVTTL output Asynchronous Active High reset to CMS Delay Chip C 
DELAY_C_COMMAND_IN G17 LVTTL output Serial Command Input to CMS Delay Chip C 
DELAY_C_SERIAL_OUT H16 LVTTL input Serial Data Output from CMS Delay Chip C 
DELAY_C_BUSY E17 LVTTL input High if the DCM is in the process of adjusting 
DELAY_C_SPARE(3) D17 - 
DELAY_C_SPARE(2) Y6 - 
DELAY_C_SPARE(1) Y5 - 
DELAY_C_SPARE(0) V5 - 

not used 
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LM82_SMBDATA A19 open-drain 
LM82_SMBCLK B19 LVTTL output 

I2C Clock and Data to LM82 Temperature Sensor 
(see section 4.1.16) 

OPTO_X0 C18 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X1 C19 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X2 D18 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X3 D19 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X4 E18 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X5 E19 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X6 E20 LVTTL output 
OPTO_X7 F20 LVTTL output 

Control outputs to the Opto Receiver Module. 
(see section 4.1.13) 

VREF_CLK E25 LVTTL output 
VREF_CS F25 LVTTL output 
VREF_SDI F24 LVTTL output 
VREF_SHDN E26 LVTTL output 
VREF_RS D26 LVTTL output 

Control outputs to the 12-channel DAC used for correcting 
the Opto Receiver Input Offsets. 

 

Table 1-1 Pinout of the FED FE-FPGA 
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2.  HOUSEKEEPING 
 
In order for the Data Path to operate, various tasks must be performed first to identify: 
 
• the precise relative timing of each fibre 
• the threshold to use for Tick-Mark and Frame Finding 
 
in addition whilst the FED is receiving data it must be able to sense: 
 
• when Frames arrive 
• when faults develop 
 
These tasks can collectively be given the title ‘Housekeeping’ since they help to keep the FED 
running smoothly. A Block Diagram showing the CMS Delay chips and Housekeeping 
components for all 12 channels is shown on the next page: 
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Figure 2-1 Block Diagram of the Housekeeping Components 

 
The next section contains a Brief Description of each of these components. 
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2.1 Brief Description 
 
The ADCs sample the signal coming from the fibre; one ADC per fibre. The clocks to each 
ADC are produced by the CMS Delay chips (small Virtex2 devices each with four DCMs) 
which are themselves controlled from the Front-End FPGA. This allows the sampling point of 
each ADC to be controlled to 1/32nd of a clock-cycle (781ps). 
 
The output of each ADC is sampled by the CMS Delay chip and thus safely brought into the 
synchronous domain. In addition to the Fine Timing Adjustment of each ADCclk, the CMS 
Delay chips also contain Coarse Timing Adjustment blocks which can adjust the delay on each 
fibre by whole clock-cycles in order to achieve complete synchronisation. 
 
The outputs of these blocks are then passed to the Front-End FPGA as raw_data, and are the 
basis for all further calculations on the Data Stream. The Fine and Coarse Timing Adjustments 
can be set manually using serial commands piped through the FE-FPGA. 
 
The raw_data is monitored by the Ticker blocks which have the task of trying to lock on to 
the APV Tick Marks. These occur every 70 clock-cycles when the APV is not transmitting 
data, so each Ticker has a counter which continuously counts up to 70. When this counter 
coincides with the actual timing of the tick-marks the Ticker is said to be ‘locked’. When it 
falls out of lock it repeatedly resets the counter until it locks onto the tick-marks again. 
 
In order for the Ticker blocks to work they need to be given a threshold, which is roughly 
half-way between the Logic 0 and the Logic 1 of the APV tick-marks and Frame Headers. This 
is specified by a 5-bit register for each fibre, and very little accuracy should be needed. 
 
When the Tickers detect a Frame Header they produce a pulse. The 12 pulses are routed in 
parallel to the Tick Master, which decides whether enough Tickers have fired simultaneously 
to constitute an ‘Event’. If so it produces a pulse on start_event which triggers all 12 channels 
to start processing the Event, whether an individual Ticker agrees with this or not. In this way 
the 12 Data Path channels always remain in step. 
 
A detailed description of the CMS Delay chip is beyond the scope of this document. Please 
refer to the relevant documentation relating to that design. The rest of the blocks shall now be 
described in more detail over the following pages. 
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2.2 Tick Monitoring and Header Extraction 
 
After a fibre has been fully synchronised and calibrated it should require no further 
adjustments in the short term, and possibly over the long term as well. This is because the fibre 
lengths, optical transmitter/receivers, amplifier characteristics and ADC characteristics should 
all remain pretty much constant with time. However a block is required to check that this is the 
case and to flag any errors should they occur. 
 
This block (which is called the ‘Ticker’ block) has the job of tuning into various features of the 
APVMUX link and ensuring they remain consistent. The first of these features are ‘tick marks’ 
which are present every 70 clock-cycles when no frames are present. Once the counter in the 
Ticker is locked to the ticks, it can verify that the link is locked by checking that the input is 
above threshold (a logic ‘1’) whenever tick_counter is 0 or 1, as shown below. 
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Figure 2-2 APV tick marks 

 
Even if the Ticker fails to achieve synchronisation with its first attempt (for example if it is 
fooled by noise), it will eventually succeed by repeatedly resetting the tick_counter and trying 
again. 
 
The only other data feature found on an APVMUX link is an APV Frame, as shown below. 
This contains two column addresses and two error bits (hopefully all identical) followed by 
256 words of Physics Data. The Frame is then immediately followed by a tick-mark, the whole 
frame occupying the same amount of space as four ticks. 
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Figure 2-3 APV Frame (40MHz interleaved) 

 
The Frame can be detected by the presence of a ‘1’ when tick_counter = 2. In this instance the 
Ticker must check that the next three words (where ‘word’ means ‘ADC sample’) are also 
logic ‘1’s. If so it can then collect the two interleaved 8-bit headers and the two error bits. 
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2.3 Monitoring Synchronisation 
 
Once all the Ticker blocks on each fibre are locked, they should produce Headers and Start 
Pulses in synchrony. To check that this remains the case another block (called the Tick Master) 
is needed. The Tickers and Tick Master will be connected together as shown in the diagram 
below. 
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Figure 2-4 Block Diagram showing Tickers and Tick Master 

 
A pulse is produced by a Ticker whenever it detects an APV Frame Header. This is defined as 
being four words above threshold immediately after a tick mark. If all the Tickers are in 
synchrony then the Tick Master will see all 12 start_pulses at the same time, and this will be 
classified as an Event. 
 
In fact an Event shall be defined as a clock-cycle in which the clear majority of active fibres 
produce a pulse. For example if there are 12 active fibres, then an Event would require 7 to be 
high at the same time. If this never happens (for example if the fibres are split six and six) then 
no Events will be produced at all. 
  
In response to an Event, the Tick Master shall output a pulse on the pulse_event output (not 
shown), which connects to all the Tickers in parallel. From this, any Tickers that are not in 
synch will be able to work this out and set their Status Bits accordingly. 
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2.3.1 Header Extraction 
 
The next part of the process is to work out what the Header is. This is not as easy as it sounds 
because the Tick Master does not know which Tickers will have good Headers, and which ones 
bad. To understand how the Tick Master operates it is necessary to imagine the different 
problems that can occur. Once a Ticker falls out of synch with a link it can produce wrong 
headers at the right time, right headers at the wrong time, extra headers, fewer headers or no 
headers at all. The Tick System has to be able to cope with all of these situations, and to that 
end a solution has been implemented that calculates the Majority Header. 
 
The Majority Header is created by letting the Tickers ‘vote’ for each of the 8 bits in the header 
and accepting the majority decision for each bit. Losing voters are not excluded from the next 
round, so in fact this method is not as robust as the Median Header (i.e. the header that is in the 
middle if all headers received are sorted into numerical order) but should be good enough for 
our purposes. So long as the majority of fibres are working, the Majority Header will always 
be correct. If a minority of fibres are working then it is entirely possible that the Majority 
Header will not be equal to the header on any fibre, but in this situation even the Median 
Header would be of dubious utility. 
  
The algorithm works by generating a total for each of the bit-slices across the 24 Headers 
starting with the Most Significant Bit (MSB). The Tick Master looks at the total and 
determines whether the MSB of the Majority Header is a ‘1’ or a ‘0’ (based on a simple 
majority), and sends this result back to the Tickers using the signal winner. Any fibres that 
disagree with the value of winner will know immediately that they have the wrong header and 
will set their status bits accordingly. 
 
The Tick Master will then instruct all channels to move on to the next bit, produce a total, and 
from this determine the next bit of the Header, and so on. It is most convenient to perform the 
calculation as the data arrives, so in fact the System has 2 clock-cycles to calculate each bit of 
the result (see Figure 2-3). 
 
After the calculation is complete the total output reports the number of APV Error Bits 
received. Hopefully this should always be 24 (which indicates no errors) or more specifically it 
should equal the number of enabled APVs (num_enabled) as set by the Load_Tick Command. 
 
When the total output is not being used for the Majority Calculation, it reports the number of 
APVs enabled and in lock (maximum 24). This allows the Tick Master to determine the correct 
threshold for a majority, for instance if there are 12 working fibres, but only one APV enabled 
on each fibre, the Majority threshold will be equal to 6. 
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2.3.2 Recovery 
 
A channel will recover instantly if it produces the Right Header at the Right Time. There is a 
finite possibility that it might do this by chance, but the odds are very small, so this is not seen 
as a problem. Even then, its data can be excluded at a higher level based on that channel’s case 
history. The idea is to make the Tickers and Tick Master as dumb and as autonomous as 
possible, so that they require the minimum amount of external intervention. 
 
2.3.3 External Intervention 
 
If one APV of a pair is non-operational then the Ticker on that fibre will only be getting half a 
tick-mark. In this situation the Ticker will not achieve lock, and the whole fibre will be marked 
as invalid. To get around this the Ticker has an extra 2-bit input called enable that will tell it 
whether to expect both APVs, one APV, or neither to be working. This enable signal is set 
externally using the Load_Tick command (see section 4.1.1). 
 
If only one APV is working, then the Ticker must be told whether to expect a ‘Left’ APV or a 
‘Right’ APV. Once it is told this, it will be able to lock on to the Tick Marks and will 
synchronise correctly with the other Tickers. At this point its data will be accepted as valid. If 
only one APV is present operating at 20MHz without an APV Mux, as will very likely be the 
case in the early stages of commissioning the board, then the FPGA will operate quite happily 
in any mode. Evidently if it is told to expect two APVs then it will interpret the data stream as 
two identical APVs multiplexed together, and everything will be duplicated. 
 
2.3.4 APV Protocol Weaknesses 
 
There is a weakness in the APV protocol in that if an input is stuck high it can be legitimately 
interpreted as an endless sequence of back-to-back frames, all of which have the Header 255. 
In this instance the Ticker will perpetually believe it is in lock, and will produce a start_pulse 
every 280 clock-cycles. If one of these start_pulses coincides with a proper event, and the 
APV Column Address happens to be FF, then the bad channel will be activated. The only 
solution is for this fibre to be disabled, and this is good practice in any event. 
 
Another weakness with the APV protocol is that if the first APV is delayed by one clock-cycle 
with respect to the second, then the data stream still looks perfectly valid. Unfortunately the 
data from the two APVs will be swapped over, and this will presumably have bad implications 
for the Physics. If the error occurs after a calibration run, it will be spotted because the fibre 
will go out_of_synch, but if not then the error cannot be spotted except by looking at the 
calibration result and knowing what to expect. Fortunately this error is extremely unlikely, and 
will only exist until the next APV reset. 
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2.3.5 Diagnostics 
 
If a channel goes down it is important to know why it has gone down. Therefore the Tickers 
are equipped with a number of Status Bits which can permit a certain amount of diagnosis in 
the event of a problem. There are six of these per Ticker, which form a 6-bit Status Word as 
defined below. 
 
status = {lock, out_of_synchB, wrong_headerB<APV0>, APVerrorB<APV0>, wrong_headerB<APV1>, 

APVerrorB<APV1>} 
 
Where 
 
lock means the Ticker has locked on to something (presumably Tick Marks) 
out_of_synchB means the Ticker is locked but out of time with the last pulse_event 
wrong_headerB means the Ticker got the wrong header (according to winner) 
APVerrorB means the Ticker received an error bit from an APV chip 
 
The polarities are chosen so that if everything is okay the status word is 111111. The Status 
Words will be sent to the Back-End FPGA as part of the Frame Synch Packet (see section 
4.3.1), which therefore contains a total of 72 Status Bits for each Frame of data. 
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3. DATA PATH 
 
The bulk of the Front-End FPGA is involved with the numerically intensive task of processing 
the data stream, extracting the vital information, and storing it ready for readout by the Back-
End FPGA. The 12 channels together can process a peak data-rate of 480 Mwords per second, 
and can cope with any number of back-to-back packets within the constraints of the available 
memory. A Block Diagram showing the Data Path components for two channels is shown 
below. 
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Figure 3-1 Block Diagram of the Data Path Components 

 
The task of the Data Path is to perform the following operations in order: 
 
• subtract a strip-dependant pedestal (256 in total) 
• reorder the data into strip-order 
• calculate the Common Mode for each APV and subtract it 
• perform the Cluster Finding 
• store the Clusters in the Output FIFO 
• produce a Total Length for the Event (and send this to the Back-End FPGA as a Readout 

Synch Out packet) 
• send the data out to the Back-End FPGA on request 
 
Each of these processes will now be described in more detail. 
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3.1 Pedestal Subtraction 
 
The pedestal is defined as that component of the signal that is specific to a particular strip, and 
can be calculated by averaging the signals from the APVs in the absence of any hits. Since the 
d.c. level of the pedestals is unimportant, it is expedient to normalise the data so that the 
smallest pedestal equals zero. Once the pedestals are subtracted, the data from each APV 
should form a flat line at some random Common Mode level, and for this reason the output of 
the Pedestal Subtraction block is called flat_data. 
 
In practice there are three more complications which have to be included. Firstly, if the signal 
from a strip goes off-scale (ADC value = 1023) then it is impossible to say how large it really 
is, and it should therefore remain at 1023. Secondly, if the signal from a strip is smaller than its 
pedestal, it should be clipped to zero and not wrap-around to a large number. 
 
Thirdly, under some circumstances the data from the APV can be the wrong way up, so a 
complement_flag has been included that will complement (i.e. perform a 10-bit inversion, 
such that 0 becomes 1023 etc.) the data before the pedestal is subtracted. This flag (of which 
there are twelve in all, one for each fibre) is set using the Load_Complement command (see 
section 4.1.17). These three complications aside, the Pedestal Subtraction is a very simple 
process. 
 
3.2 Common Mode Calculation 
 
The Common Mode is defined as that component of the signal that is specific to a particular 
APV and a particular Frame, and is calculated by averaging the signals, minus pedestals, in the 
absence of any hits. It is assumed that the Common Mode component will be flat across the 
Frame (6.4 us). 
 
Unfortunately, in practice there will be hits superimposed on the data, so a method must be 
found of either removing them or ignoring them. One such method is to calculate the Median 
of the signals from each APV, i.e. the value that would be in the middle if the data was sorted 
into numerical order. 
 
The Median Average of 128 10-bit numbers is more difficult to calculate than the Arithmetic 
Average (the Mean), but has the advantage that it is considerably less affected by hit channels, 
and can therefore achieve in one pass what the Mean can achieve in two. In fact, assuming less 
than 64 channels have been hit, the Median should always be exactly right. Moreover, the 
overhead of the median calculation is relatively unaffected by the number of valid channels 
(since no integer division operation is required). 
 
There are various algorithms for calculating the median, of which one is detailed below. 
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3.2.1 Median Calculation Method 
 
This method involves performing a histogram of the top 5 bits of the incoming frame. Once 
finished it is possible by scanning through this histogram to determine which of the 32 bins 
contains the 64th element, and where within that bin it will be. A 2nd Pass is then performed 
using the top 5-bits of the Median as a mask and histogramming the bottom 5-bits. Once 
finished it is possible by scanning through this histogram to determine the exact value of the 
Median. 
 
The precise scheduling of these operations is as shown in the timing diagram below. All 
timings are given in clock-cycles at 80MHz. 
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Figure 3-2 Timing Diagram for Median Calculation 

 
Here ‘Histogram 1’ refers to the task of histogramming the top 5-bits of the two APV data-
streams, and is performed at the same time as the Frame is written into the Reordering RAM. 
After that the task ‘Total 1’ adds the bins together to produce the result (the most significant 5-
bits of the median) and offset (the position of the median within that bin) for each median, 
which are themselves the inputs to the 2nd stage of the histogramming process. At this point the 
1st stage histogramming RAMs are free to start another histogram, which can occur just 16 
clock-cycles later. 
 
The 2nd stage histogram is performed using just one RAM to save space, so only one result can 
be calculated at a time. This means median1 is available a lot earlier that median2, and 
permits the ‘Readout1’ task to begin as soon as the Reordering RAM read port is free (at the 
end of ‘Histo 2,2’). This in turn permits the two Readout passes to be completed before the 
Deadline (shown on the diagram) when the Reordering RAM read port will be needed for the 
next packet. 
 
As can be seen this sequence of events only just fits into the time available. If it did not then 
the real problem is that the bandwidth of the Reordering RAM read port would be exceeded. 
The data is written into this RAM once and read out twice for each packet, so the solution 
works neatly by using one port to write at 40MHz, and the other port to read at 80MHz. 
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3.3 Reordering 
 
The data from each APVMux chip is a complicated (but predictable) sequence of channels 
from two APV chips. The sequence is created by bit-swapping, as shown below. 
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Figure 3-3 APV output bit-swapping sequence 

 
Hence the sequence from the APVMux begins: 
 
Chip0/Chan0, Chip1/Chan0, Chip0/Chan32, Chip1/Chan32, Chip0/Chan64, Chip1/Chan64, 
Chip0/Chan96, Chip1/Chan96, Chip0/Chan8, Chip1/Chan8, etc. 

 
This can be Reordered by writing the entire Frame into a 256 location RAM, then using a 
suitably bit-swapped address register to read the data back out. In practice, because Frames can 
arrive back-to-back, a 512 location RAM is required. The Block RAMs on the Xilinx Virtex II 
are each 18 kilo-bit and can be configured as 512x36, so in fact it becomes possible to Reorder 
2-channels using just one Block RAM. [Note: In fact it is possible to reorder 3-channels with 
one RAM, but this wouldn’t be quite so convenient for the rest of the design] 
 
As noted in section 3.2 the data is written into the RAM at 40MHz, then read out twice at 
80MHz. The first time it is readout for the 2nd Pass of the Median Calculation, and the second 
time is for the Cluster Finding. Note (from Figure 3-1) that the width of the output of the 
Reordering block is 11-bits. This is because the Median has been subtracted and the result 
could be negative. If it is negative then the Cluster Finder will treat it as zero. 
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3.4 Cluster Finding 
 
The Cluster Finding algorithm is as defined below. 
 

All hits greater than or equal to thresh1 are output, except single-channel clusters 
which must be greater than or equal to thresh2 (where thresh2 > thresh1) 

 
However, in order to cope with the needs of the Output FIFO Control block (see section 3.4.2) 
it is necessary to slightly modify this with the following additional rule. 
 

All clusters must be at least 2 strips away from every other cluster; any clusters 
violating this rule should be joined together. 

 
This guarantees that the Output FIFO Control block will have time to write the Length Field 
into the Output FIFO before the next cluster arrives. In practice this also makes the data stream 
slightly smaller. The implementation for this algorithm uses a Sliding Window approach, as 
illustrated below. 
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Figure 3-4 Practical Implementation of the Cluster Finding Algorithm 

 
Here a ‘1’ in the Pattern Mask matches anything above thresh1, a ‘2’ matches anything above 
thresh2, and an ‘X’ means ‘don’t care’. A hit is then indicated whenever the data in the 
window matches any of the seven patterns. This ‘sliding window’ approach is very efficient 
both in terms of size and speed, especially since in practice only two comparators are necessary 
(since eight of the ten results are available from previous clock-cycles). 
 
The patterns check to see whether the current strip is a hit, and whether the strips on each side 
of the current strip themselves constitute a hit. If it is certain that ‘word n-1’ and ‘word n+1’ 
are themselves both hits, then ‘word n’ must be a hit as well. 
 
At present clustering only works on single APVs, and will not span between APVs. Therefore 
a cluster will terminate at strip 127 regardless of the state of strip 128. [It is currently planned 
to change this so that clusters will span APVs, but this will introduce the possibility of a 
cluster length of 256. To accommodate this the value 0 will be reserved to refer to a 
cluster length of 256.] 
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3.4.1 Output Data Width 
 
The data from the Cluster Finder (strip_data) is reduced to 8-bits wide according to the 
following rules: 
 

Input Value Output Value 
1023 255 

254-1022 254 
0-253 0-253 

<0 0 
 

Table 3-1 Rules for Reducing Data Width from 11-bits to 8-bits 

 
This is needed because the standard output format for the FED is defined as 8-bit data. The 
number 1023 is treated as a special case because it is ‘off-scale’ and therefore constitutes an 
unknown. Normal Physics Data (up to 6 MIPs) should fit comfortably within the range 0-253. 
Negative values should only be possible as a result of noise and are therefore ignored. 
 
3.4.2 Output FIFO Control 
 
The data from the Cluster Finder must be written into the Output FIFO in a very specific order, 
so that when it is read out it makes sense. In fact, because the data is being written out-of-order 
the term ‘FIFO’ is clearly a misleading description. However, in the absence of anything better 
we shall continue to use the word FIFO. 
 
When the data is read out from the FIFO, it obeys a format as shown below. 
 
<Fibre1 Length><packet_code><content> 
<Fibre2 Length><packet_code><content>… etc. 
 
There will always be 12 Fibres (even if one or more Fibres are disabled using the Load_Tick 
command) and there can be four different types of output content (see section 4.4). The 
packet_code contains the five mode-bits (see section 4.1.9), and is followed by varying 
amounts of information depending on the mode. There is no Header or Trailer to the sequence. 
 
However, the problem is that whilst the content is being written into the Output FIFO, the 
Length is (often) not yet known. For this reason the Output FIFO Control block has to jump 
back and forth whilst writing the data into the Output FIFO. In practice the Output FIFO 
Control block contains 3 counters: one for the Cluster Data, one for the Cluster Length, and 
one for the Fibre Length. By carefully sequencing these counters it is possible to write in all 
the different types of information in the right order. 
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3.5 Total Event Length 
 
After all the Clusters have been written into the Output FIFO the Event is declared officially 
finished. Each Output FIFO Control Block keeps a record of how many words it has written 
into its Output FIFO for that Event, and now a total for the whole Event across all 12 channels 
is generated by adding these together. 
 
In practice, to satisfy the timing requirements, flip-flops have to be placed across the channels 
to slow the addition process down. This ensures that it remains fully synchronous and 
eliminates the need for multi-cycle constraints.  
 
When the Total is ready (which can be up to 12 * 2048 = 24,576 or 15-bits) it is shifted out on 
the readout_synch_out output to the Back-End FPGA. All eight Front-End FPGAs should 
send this packet at exactly the same time, and from this the Back-End FPGA can work out how 
much space is required in its RAM for this Event. 
 
3.6 Data Readout 
 
When the Back-End FPGA is ready to read the data out, it will simply transmit a pulse on the 
readout_synch_in line. In response the Front-End FPGA will send out the data for the next 
Event in the queue, in Fibre order, using a token-passing scheme between the channels. Note 
that this means that Fibre 12 is always more likely to overflow than Fibre 1, since it has to wait 
longest to be read out. 
 
The radix of the readout data is 8-bit, but the method of transfer to the Back-End FPGA is 
more likely to be 4-bit at 160MHz to make the best use of the Back-End FPGA’s limited I/O 
resources. 
 
3.7 Overflow 
 
The FPGA is carefully designed so that only one thing can overflow – the Output FIFO. The 
FPGA could have been designed with multiple FIFOs all over the place, and each one would 
pose the question: what should we do when it overflows? By reducing the design down to just 
one FIFO (per fibre) we only have the one question to answer. 
 
The Output FIFO Control block is not designed to fail gracefully. When the Output FIFO is 
full, it just stops writing, even if it is mid-packet. The problem is that even if only packet 
headers are written to the Output FIFO, the FIFO is still bound to fill up eventually, so there is 
very little the Output FIFO Control block can do to avoid overflow. The lead has to come from 
the Back-End FPGA. 
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4. CONFIGURATION AND MONITORING 
 
4.1 Configuration 
 
Although the Front-End FPGA can be configured at any time, some commands may cause 
temporary loss of operation, and in general it is better to wait until the FPGA is off-line before 
reprogramming it. All set-up commands are performed via the command_in input and obey 
the following general structure. 
 
<1><r_wB><5-bit Designator><1><16-bit Length><Arguments> 
 
The 5-bit Designator permits 32 commands in total, and the 16-bit length permits up to 65535 
bits of Arguments to be used for each command. All fields are transmitted MSB first. 
 
The selected registers are always connected in a loop, so whilst writing the arguments to 
command_in, the previous contents of the registers will be shifted out on command_out. If a 
read-only operation is required, then the r_wB bit can be set high and generally it is required to 
add one to the <Length> argument. In this case the contents of the registers will be re-
circulated, and command_in will be ignored. It is important that the length field is correct 
otherwise the register being read out will be corrupted. 
 
A brief description of all the available commands is given in the table below. All unspecified 
designators are unused. 
 
Designator Command Length Description readback? 
00001 Load_Skew 180 Set up the delay values on each fibre n 
00010 Load_Tick 24 Enable/Disable APVs and Fibres y 
00011 Firmware_ID_Reg 32 Firmware ID = User code  Read only 
00100 Load_Thresh 60 Set the Threshold Registers y 
00101 lm82_control 3 I2C lines to the LM82 Temp. Sensor y 
01100 vref_control 5 Set the Vref Control bits (TRIM DACs) y 
00111 Spy_Arm 1 Starts recording Spy Data n/a 
01000 Spy_Fire 40880 Read out Spy Data for four fibres n/a 
01010 Load_Median 240 Set the Median Over-ride Registers y 
01011 Median_Enable 1 Enable/Disable Median Over-ride y 
01100 Soft_Reset n Apply n clock-cycles of Soft Reset n/a 
01101 Load_Ped_Data 36 Load data into the Pedestal RAM y 
01110 Set_Ped_Address 12 Set the Pedestal Address y 
01111 Set_Number_Valid 192 Set the no. of Valid Strips for each APV y 
10000 Load_Mode_Reg 5 Determine which mode the FPGA is in y 
10001 Load_Scope_Length 10 No. of words captured in Scope Mode y 
10100 Monitor 145 Read the Output FIFO levels read only 
10101 CDC_thru x Dial through to a CMS Delay Chip n/a 
10110 opto_control 8 Set the Opto Control bits y 
10111 adc_control 18 Set the ADC Control bits y 
11001 lm82_control 3 I2C lines to the LM82 Temp. Sensor y 
11010 Load_Complement 12 Set the Complement Raw Data Flags y 
11011 LM82_status 16 Data in on LM82 I2C bus Read only 
 

Table 4-1 Available Configuration Commands 
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4.1.1 Load_Tick Command 
 
write = <1><0><00010><1><00000000 00011000><enable1[1:0]>…<enable12[1:0]> 
read = <1><1><00010><1><00000000 00011001><anything[24:0]> 
 
Used to enable/disable individual APVs and Fibres, as defined in the table below. 
 
enable[1:0] Meaning 

11 enable all (try to interpret the link as two working APVs) 
10 enable left (try to interpret the link as a working APV0) 
01 enable right (try to interpret the link as a working APV1) 
00 enable neither (ignore the link completely) 

 

Table 4-2 Possible values of Load_Tick Command 

 
4.1.2 Load_Thresh Command 
 
write = <1><0><00100><1><00000000 00111100><threshold1[4:0]>…<threshold12[4:0]> 
read = <1><1><00100><1><00000000 00111101><anything[60:0]> 
 
Sets the values of the Threshold Registers, which span the range 0 to 992 in steps of 32. Used 
to control the operation of the Tickers. 
 
4.1.3 Load_Median Command 
 
write = <1><0><01010><1><00000000 11110000><median1[9:0]>…<median24[9:0]> 
read = <1><1><01010><1><00000000 11110001><anything[120:0]> 
 
If median_enable is low, then this command can be used to set specific values of Median for 
each APV, i.e. the value of common-mode that is subtracted from its signal before Cluster 
Finding. If median_enable is set high again, these values will be over-written when the next 
Median is calculated (i.e. when the next packet is received). 
 
4.1.4 Median_Enable Command 
 
write = <1><0><01011><1><00000000 00000001><median_enable> 
read = <1><1><01011><1><00000000 00000002><anything[1:0]> 
 
Used to enable or disable Median calculation. The default value on power-up is 1, which 
means that medians will be calculated. If set to 0, then the median registers can be over-written 
using the Load_Median command. 
 
This facility should be useful for Pb-Pb collisions, where even the Median Average may be 
affected by the large number of hits (i.e. more than 64 per APV). This technique will only be 
useful if the value of Common Mode is found to be invariant to within a few ADC counts. If 
this is not the case then the Load_Number_Valid command should be investigated instead. 
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4.1.5 Soft_Reset Command 
 
<1><0><01100><1><00000000 00000001><1> 
 
Applies a 1 clock-cycle Soft Reset to the FPGA. The Soft Reset resets everything except the 
Configuration Registers (i.e. any registers set by the commands in this section). If more than 
one clock-cycle is required (just to make sure) then the Length Field can be adjusted 
accordingly, e.g. 
 
<1><01100><1><00000000 00000101><11111> 
 
will apply a 5 clock-cycle Soft Reset. The Soft Reset command has no effect on the CMS 
Delay Chips. 
 
4.1.6 Set_Pedestal_Address Command 
 
write = <1><0><01110><1><00000000 00001100><ped_addr[11:0]> 
read = <1><1><01110><1><00000000 00001101><anything[12:0]> 
 
The Pedestal Address determines which location and which RAM is written to when the 
Load_Pedestal_Data command is next executed. The top 3-bits select the RAM, the next bit 
determines which half of that RAM (pedestals or cluster thresholds) and the bottom 8-bits 
determine the applicable strip, as described in the table below. 
 
Part of Address Description 
ped_addr[11:9] Pedestal RAM number: 

<000> selects the RAM connected to fibres 0 and 1 
<101> selects the RAM connected to fibres 11 and 12 
<111> selects all six RAMs 

ped_addr[8] Pedestal RAM section 
<0> selects the lower (pedestal) half of the RAM 
<1> selects the upper (cluster threshold) half of the RAM 

ped_addr[7:0] Selects the strip number. 
[This may be disordered for the pedestals, and ordered for the cluster 
thresholds. I’m not sure.] 
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4.1.7 Load_Pedestal_Data Command 
 
write = <1><0><01101><1><00000000 00100100><ped_data[35:0]> 
read = <1><1><01101><1><00000000 00100101><anything[36:0]> 
 
Used to write/read data to/from the Pedestal RAMs. Each RAM contains the pedestals and 
cluster thresholds for the four APVs connected to the relevant pair of fibres. Each time this 
command finishes, the least significant 9-bits of the Pedestal Address auto-increment. 
 
The configuration of the ped_data field changes depending on the Pedestal Address, as 
described below. 
 
Pedestal Address Configuration of ped_data[35:0] 
<xxx0><n[7:0]> <xxxxxxx><validstrip1><fibre1_ped_n[9:0]>  

<xxxxxxx><validstrip0><fibre0_ped_n[9:0]> 
<xxx1><n[7:0]> <x><fibre1_cluster_thresh2_n[7:0]><x><fibre1_cluster_thresh1_n[7:0]>  

<x><fibre0_cluster_thresh2_n[7:0]><x><fibre0_cluster_thresh1_n[7:0]> 
 

 
Setting validstrip low excludes that strip from the Common-mode calculation and the Cluster 
Finding. Setting cluster_thresh to 255 just excludes it from the Cluster Finding. The 
Common-mode Calculator must be told the number of valid strips using the 
Load_Number_Valid command. 
 
4.1.8 Load_Number_Valid Command 
 
write = <1><0><01111><1><00000000 11000000>  
<fibre1_APV0_number_valid[7:0]><fibre1_APV1_ number_valid [7:0]>… 
<fibre12_APV0_ number_valid [7:0]><fibre12_APV1_ number_valid [7:0]> 
read = <1><1><01111><1><00000000 11000001><anything[192:0]> 
 
Informs the Median Calculation block how many strips are valid for each APV. This is equal 
to the number of strips with validstrip set high in the Pedestal RAM. If number_valid does 
not correctly mirror the contents of the Pedestal RAM, then the common-mode value will be 
wrong, and in the worst case the algorithm will not complete. 
 
By choosing different values of number_valid, different common-mode algorithms can be 
selected. For instance (if all 128 strips are valid), number_valid = 128 returns the median, 0 
returns the smallest, 255 returns the largest, and 86 returns the 43rd from bottom (i.e. the ‘one-
third-of-the-way-up’ median) which may be useful for Pb-Pb collisions. 
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4.1.9 Load_Mode_Reg Command 
 
write = <1><0><10000><1><00000000 00000101><mode_reg[4:0]> 
read = <1><1><10000><1><00000000 00000110><anything[5:0]> 
 
The FPGA has various modes of operation which are controlled using this command, as 
described below. 
 
Mode Reg Bit Name Description 
mode_reg[4] procraw_mode Output will be Processed Raw Data 
mode_reg[3] zerosupp_mode Output will be Zero Suppressed Data 
mode_reg[2] virgraw_mode Output will be Virgin Raw Data 
mode_reg[1] frame_finding The FPGA will respond to incoming frames 
mode_reg[0] scope_mode The FPGA will respond to incoming triggers 
 
Restrictions: Only one bit of mode_reg[4:2] should be set, and only one bit of mode_reg[1:0] 
should be set. In scope_mode, only virgraw_mode is supported. For any other combinations 
the action of the FPGA is undefined. 
 
‘Virgin Raw Data’ are the samples straight from the ADC (via the CMS Delay chip) 
‘Processed Raw Data’ has been through pedestal subtraction and reordering. 
‘Zero Suppressed Data’ has been through pedestal subtraction, reordering and cluster finding. 
 
In scope_mode a pulse on the frame_synch_in input will cause Virgin Raw Data to be written 
into the Output FIFO of each channel. The number of words written is determined using the 
Load_Scope_Length command. 
 
4.1.10 Load_Scope_Length Command 
 
write = <1><0><10001><1><00000000 00001010><scope_length[9:0]> 
read = <1><1><10001><1><00000000 00001011><anything[10:0]> 
 
Sets the number of words of Virgin Raw Data written into the Output FIFOs after a Scope 
Mode Event (see section 4.4.4). 
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4.1.11 Monitor Command 
 
<1><1><10100><1><00000000 10011110><anything[157:0]> 
 
The Monitor Command will cause the Front-End FPGA to output on command_out a serial 
packet showing the current occupancy of the Output FIFOs. This can be used by the FED 
system to monitor the buffer levels during experimental runs. The serial packet contains 
information in the following format: 
 
<1><total1[11:0]><1><total2[11:0]>…<1><total12[11:0]> 
 
4.1.12 CDC_thru Command 
 
<1><r_wB><10101><1><length1[15:0]><1><chip_number[1:0]>  
<1><r_wB><designator[4:0]><1><length2[15:0]><arguments> 
 
This command is used to ‘dial through’ to one of the three CMS Delay Chips (hereafter 
abbreviated to CDC) connected to each Front-End FPGA. Once the sequence on the first line 
has been completed, the connection is established and the commands on the second line will be 
piped through to the one or all of the CDCs, depending on the value of chip_number as 
specified in the table below. 
 

chip_number[1:0] CMS Delay chip(s) addressed 
0 chip 1 (fibres 1 to 4) 
1 chip 2 (fibres 5 to 8) 
2 chip 3 (fibres 9 to 12) 
3 all (fibres 1 to 12) 

 

Table 4-3 Addressing of CMS Delay chips 

 
The designator ‘10101’ on the first line is chosen to indicate to the FE-FPGA that this 
command is destined to go off-chip. As a rule, the length2 argument will be equal to the length 
of the arguments field, and the length1 argument will be equal to length2 + 27. The FE-
FPGA will only hold the connection for the specified period, so it is important that both 
length1 and length2 are specified correctly. 
 
The CDC Dial-Through Commands are listed in section 0. 
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4.1.13 Opto_Control Command 
 
write = <1><0><10110><1><00000000 00001000><opto_control[7:0]> 
read = <1><1><10110><1><00000000 00001001><anything[8:0]> 
 
This command sets the eight Opto Control bits as specified in the table below. These outputs 
are routed from the FE-FPGA across the PCB directly to the FED Optical Receivers. In order 
to protect the Opto Receivers, the opto_control outputs will change neatly only when the 
command has been completed. 
 

Register Bit Content Description 
opto_control[7] opto_x7 not known 
opto_control[6] opto_x6 not known 
opto_control[5] opto_x5 not known 
opto_control[4] opto_x4 not known 
opto_control[3] opto_x3 not known 
opto_control[2] opto_x2 not known 
opto_control[1] opto_x1 not known 
opto_control[0] opto_x0 not known 

 

Table 4-4 Contents of the Opto Control Register 
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4.1.14 ADC_Control Command 
 
write = <1><0><10111><1><00000000 00011000><adc_control[23:0]> 
read = <1><1><10111><1><00000000 00011001><anything[24:0]> 
 
This command sets the eighteen ADC Control bits as specified in the table below. These 
outputs are routed from the FE-FPGA across the PCB directly to the main input ADCs (part 
number AD9218). In order to protect the ADCs, the adc_control outputs will change neatly 
only when the command has been completed. This register will power up with the 
configuration dfs = floating, s1 = 1, s2 = 0 for each ADC. 
 
Normal ADC setting = $AAAAAA 
ADCs Disabled = $000000 
 

Register Bit Content Description 
adc_control[23] adc_a_top_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[22] adc_a_top_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC A Top 
adc_control[21] adc_a_top_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC A Top 
adc_control[20] adc_a_top_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC A Top 
adc_control[19] adc_a_bot_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[18] adc_a_bot_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC A Bottom 
adc_control[17] adc_a_bot_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC A Bottom 
adc_control[16] adc_a_bot_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC A Bottom 
adc_control[15] adc_b_top_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[14] adc_b_top_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC B Top 
adc_control[13] adc_b_top_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC B Top 
adc_control[12] adc_b_top_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC B Top 
adc_control[11] adc_b_bot_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[10] adc_b_bot_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC B Bottom 
adc_control[9] adc_b_bot_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC B Bottom 
adc_control[8] adc_b_bot_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC B Bottom 
adc_control[7] adc_c_top_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[6] adc_c_top_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC C Top 
adc_control[5] adc_c_top_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC C Top 
adc_control[4] adc_c_top_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC C Top 
adc_control[3] adc_c_bot_dfsen Enable the DFS output (otherwise tri-state) 
adc_control[2] adc_c_bot_dfsval Value for the DFS output to ADC C Bottom 
adc_control[1] adc_c_bot_s1 User Select Pin 1 to ADC C Bottom 
adc_control[0] adc_c_bot_s2 User Select Pin 2 to ADC C Bottom 

 

Table 4-5 Contents of the ADC Control Register 
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4.1.15 Vref Control Command 
 
write = <1><0><01100><1><00000000 00000101><vref_control[4:0]> 
read = <1><1><01100><1><00000000 00000101><anything[5:0]> 
 
This command sets the five Vref Control bits as specified in the table below. These outputs are 
routed from the FE-FPGA across the PCB directly to the 12-channel DAC (part number 
AD8802) which controls the Opto Input Offset Corrections. In order to protect the DAC, the 
outputs will change neatly only when the command has been completed. This register will 
power up with the configuration 11001. 
 

Register Bit Content Description 
vref_control[4] vref_rs active low reset 
vref_control[3] vref_shdn active low shutdown input 
vref_control[2] vref_sdi serial data in 
vref_control[1] vref_clk serial data clock 
vref_control[0] vref_cs active low chip select 

 

Table 4-6 Contents of the Vref Control Register 

 
4.1.16 LM82 Control Command 
 
write = <1><0><00101><1><00000000 00000011><lm82_control[2:0]> 
read = <1><1><00101><1><00000000 00000100><anything[3:0]> 
 
This command reads and writes to the LM82 I2C communication bits as specified in the table 
below. The LM82 temperature sensor monitors the temperature locally on the PCB and can be 
programmed to issue an interrupt if an over-temperature condition occurs. The lm82_sdo 
output is open-collector (pull-down only, external pull-up resistor required) whereas the 
lm82_sck output drives both high and low. The lm82_sdi input can be read back to access 
temperature information directly from the LM82 itself, however a description of how to 
formulate I2C commands is beyond the scope of this document. In order to protect the LM82 
device from spurious transitions, the outputs will change neatly only when the command has 
been completed. This register will power up with the configuration x11. 
 
Used in conjunction with LM82_status command. 
 

Register Bit Content Description 
lm82_control[2] lm82_sdi I2C Data from the LM82 temp. sensor (read-only) 
lm82_control[1] lm82_sdo I2C Data to the LM82 temperature sensor 
lm82_control[0] lm82_sck I2C Clock to the LM82 temperature sensor 

 

Table 4-7 Contents of the Vref Control Register 
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4.1.17 Load Complement Command 
 
write = <1><0><11010><1><00000000 00001100><complement_flag1>…<complement_flag12> 
read = <1><1><11010><1><00000000 00001101><anything[12:0]> 
 
This command reads and writes to the Raw Data Complement Flags, which can be used to 
complement (i.e. invert) the raw data entering each Pedestal Subtraction block (see section 
3.1). This function is needed only under certain circumstances when the data from the APV 
can be the wrong way up. There is only one complement flag per fibre, and it simply inverts 
everything on that fibre (note: the complement operation is implemented here because it is 
simpler than negation, and does not require any word growth). 
 
4.1.18 Firmware_ID_Reg 
 
read = <1><1><00011><1><00000000 00001101><anything[31:0]> 
 
This (read only) command reads the Firmware Version ID code (User code). 
 
 
4.1.19 LM82_status 
 
read = <1><1><11011><1><00000000 00001101><anything[15:0]> 
 
This (read only) command reads the status of the LM82 temperature sensor (see LM82 data 
sheet). Used in conjunction with LM82_control command. 
 
Bits 7:0 ; Data from LM82 
Bit 8 ; I2C busy 
Bit 9 ; I2C error 
Bit 15:10 ; undefined 
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4.2 CDC Dial-Through Commands 
 
The following commands employ the CDC_thru command to write directly to the CMS Delay 
Chips. At present the skew values cannot be read back. 
 
4.2.1 Load_Skew Command 
 
<1><0><10101><1><00000000 00111111><1><chip_number[1:0]>  
<1><0><00001><1><00000000 00100100><delay1[8:0]>…<delay4[8:0]> 
 
Sets the values of delay for the 4 fibres connected to one of the CMS Delay Chips. The 
chip_number field addresses the CMS Delay chips as specified in Table 4-3. The delay 
consists of two fields as specified below: 
 
delay = <4-bit coarse delay><5-bit fine delay> 
 
This permits the delay on each fibre to be adjusted in 1/32nd clock-cycle increments over a 16 
clock-cycle range. The CMS Delay chips will take an unspecified time to lock on to the new 
settings, this delay being dependent on the precise function of the Xilinx Virtex2 DCMs. The 
delay values themselves are stored in the DCMs, and for this reason cannot be read back. 
 
From Delay FPGA v24_02_24 and later the fine delay setting resolution was increased to 6 
bits: 
i.e. 
<1><0><10101><1><00000000 01000011><1><chip_number[1:0]>  
<1><0><00001><1><00000000 00101000><delay1[9:0]>…<delay4[9:0]> 
 
Sets the values of delay for the 4 fibres connected to one of the CMS Delay Chips. The 
chip_number field addresses the CMS Delay chips as specified in Table 4-3. The delay 
consists of two fields as specified below: 
 
delay = <4-bit coarse delay><6-bit fine delay> 
 
This permits the delay on each fibre to be adjusted in 1/64th clock-cycle increments over a 16 
clock-cycle range…. 
 
4.2.2 Spy_Arm Command 
 
<1><0><10101><1><00000000 00011100><1><chip_number[1:0]>  
<1><0><00111><1><00000000 00000001><spy_arm> 
 
Instructs one or all of the CMS Delay chips to collect the next 1022 words of  Spy Data on 
each fibre. Once all 1022 words have been collected the CMS Delay chips will lapse into an 
idle state. The chip_number field addresses the CMS Delay chips as specified Table 4-3. 
 
4.2.3 Spy_Fire Command 
 
<1><0><10101><1><10100000 01000011><1><chip_number[1:0]>  
<1><0><01000><1><10100000 00101000><anything[40999:0]> 
 
Reads back 1022 words of Spy Data for each fibre from the specified CMS Delay chip. The 
first bit of data will appear on command_out 98 clock-cycles after the first bit of the Spy_Fire 
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command. The chip_number field addresses the CMS Delay chips as specified in Table 4-3, 
except that it is not possible to read back from all three chips at once. Note also that this 
command will tie up the command_in line for a long time, so no other commands can be 
transmitted until it has finished. The 10-bit Spy Data words are interleaved thus: 
 
<fibre1, word0><fibre2, word0><fibre3, word0><fibre4, word0>  
<fibre1, word1><fibre2, word1><fibre3, word1><fibre4, word1>… etc 
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4.3 Monitoring 
 
The Monitoring block handles most of the communication between the Front-End and Back-
End FPGAs on the FED card. This communication is conducted along three pairs of wires: 
 
Signal Function 
frame_synch_out A packet is produced every time that an APV Frame arrives when in frame-

finding mode. This tells the Back-End FPGA when the frame arrived, and 
contains the header and the Ticker status bits. 

frame_synch_in Only used in Scope Mode to trigger an event. 
readout_synch_out A packet is produced when an event has been processed. This tells the 

Back-End FPGA that there is data ready to be read out, and contains the 
chip length field. 

readout_synch_in Used to read out the data for an event. 
command_in Used to configure the FPGA and request monitoring information. 
command_out Outputs configuration and monitoring information. 
 

Table 4-8 Communication signals between Front- and Back-End FPGAs 

 
4.3.1 Frame Synch Out 
 
The Frame Synch Out packet is produced in response to an event, and occurs 32 clock-cycles 
(at 40MHz) after the 1st word of the APV Frame Header i.e. the first ‘1’ of the six ‘1’s that 
signify an APV Header (as measured relative to Virgin Raw Data). No packet is produced in 
response to a Scope Mode event (as triggered by a pulse on frame_synch_in). The packet is 
81-bits long (sent at 40 MHz) and consists of the following information: 
 
<1><majority header[7:0]><fibre 0 status word[5:0]>…<fibre 11 status word[5:0]> 
 
where 
 
majority_header[7:0] is the APV Header constructed by majority voting amongst all the working 

APVs on each of the 8 bits as they come in. Warning: In theory this could 
produce a header that was not present on any of the fibres. 

fibre status word[5:0] contains the Ticker status bits for that fibre (see section 2.3.5) 
 
At all other times the frame_synch_out line is held low. 
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4.3.2 Readout Synch Out 
 
The Readout Synch Out packet is produced when the Datapath completes the processing of an 
event. In frame-finding mode this occurs 559 clock-cycles (at 40MHz) after the first bit of the 
Frame Synch Out packet. In Scope Mode this occurs (scope_length + 10) clock-cycles (at 
40MHz) after the frame_synch_in pulse. The packet is 15-bits long (sent at 40 MHz) and 
consists of the following information: 
 
<1><chip_length[14:0]> 
 
where 
 
chip_length[14:0] is the total length of data held on the chip for this event 
 
At all other times the readout_synch_out line is held low. 
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4.4 Output Data Formats 
 
The main data output of the FPGA is ddr_readout[3:0] which produces data at 160MHz in 
response to a pulse on readout_synch_in. The Double Data Rate system sends out the Low 
Order Nibble first (6.25ns after a positive or negative edge on the 40MHz clock), followed by 
the High Order Nibble (6.25ns after that). [Note: These timings are for functional simulation 
only!]. Once assembled the original 8-bit 80MHz data stream can be reconstructed. All of the 
following descriptions will be in reference to this. 
 
The format of the data will depend on which mode the FPGA was in when the event was 
written. Up to 255 events can be stored on the FPGA at any one time, after which point further 
events will be ignored. The FPGA does not require all events in memory to be in the same 
format. The format of each event is specified by an 8-bit packet_code as shown below: 
 
packet_code = <111><procraw_mode><zerosupp_mode><virgraw_mode>  

<frame_finding><scope_mode> 
 
The details of each of these formats shall be described over the next sections. Each of the fields 
surrounded by <..> are 8-bits, and are right-justified (i.e. any extra padding zeroes occupy the 
higher order bits). 
 
4.4.1 Zero Suppression Mode 
 
When the FPGA is placed into Zero Suppression Mode, any Frames that come in will be fully 
processed by the Datapath to produce the smallest possible output format. 
 
When read out, the data packet will have the following format: 
 
<fibre1_length[7:0]><fibre1_length[11:8]><packet_code>  
<median1[7:0]><median1[9:8]><median2[7:0]><median2[9:8]>  
<cluster address><cluster length><cluster data 0><cluster data 1>… etc. 
<cluster address><cluster length><cluster data 0><cluster data 1>… etc. 
<cluster address><cluster length><cluster data 0><cluster data 1>… etc. 
<fibre2_length[7:0]><fibre2_length[11:8]><packet_code>… 
 
The maximum possible length for a cluster is 128 strips (one whole APV). [It is currently 
planned to change this so that the maximum length is 256 strips, and that clusters will be 
able to span across the pair of APVs on a fibre. To accommodate this a cluster length of 0 
will be reserved to refer to a cluster length of 256.] 
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4.4.2 Virgin Raw Data Mode 
 
When the FPGA is placed into Virgin Raw Data Mode, any Frames that come in will be 
treated as Raw Data. This means that no pedestal subtraction, reordering or cluster finding will 
be performed. Instead the 256 words of Raw Data immediately following the Frame Header 
will be written into the Output FIFO. 
 
When read out, the data packet will have the following format: 
 
<fibre1_length[7:0]><fibre1_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
<fibre2_length[7:0]><fibre2_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
 
This mode will efficiently facilitate the calculation of pedestals and Cluster Finding thresholds. 
 
4.4.3 Processed Raw Data Mode 
 
When the FPGA is placed into Processed Raw Data Mode, any Frames that come in will have 
a pedestal subtracted, and be reordered. This means that no median will be calculated, and no 
cluster finding will be performed. 
 
When read out, the data packet will have the following format: 
 
<fibre1_length[7:0]><fibre1_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
<fibre2_length[7:0]><fibre2_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
 
This mode should be useful for Pb-Pb collisions. 
 
4.4.4 Scope Mode 
 
When the FPGA is placed into Scope Mode, all incoming Frame Headers will be ignored. 
Instead the FPGA will respond to a pulse on the frame_synch_in input by writing 
scope_length words of Raw Data into the Output FIFO for each channel. The maximum value 
of scope_length is 1020. 
 
When read out, the data packet will have the following format: 
 
<fibre1_length[7:0]><fibre1_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
<fibre2_length[7:0]><fibre2_length[11:8]><packet_code><raw_word0[7:0]><raw_word0[9:8]>… 
 
This mode will permit all aspects of the data stream to be checked and verified, e.g. ADC 
sampling point, synchronisation, Ticker threshold, Frame Headers, Tick-Marks and Common 
Mode. 
 


